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Abstract—The performance of a Turbo code can be severely degraded if no trellis termination is employed. This paper investigates the implications of the choice of trellis termination method for Turbo codes, and explains the origin of the performance degradation often experienced without trellis termination. An efficient method to derive the distance spectrum of Turbo codes for different trellis termination methods is presented. Further, we present interleaver design rules that are tailored to each termination method. Using interleavers designed with these restrictions, we demonstrate that the performance difference between various termination methods are very small, including no trellis termination at all. For example, we demonstrate a Turbo code with a 500-bit interleaver that exhibits no sign of an error floor for frame error rates as low as \(10^{-8}\), even though no trellis termination is employed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Turbo codes are in general implemented as two recursive convolutional encoders in parallel, where the input to the second encoder is an interleaved version of the original information sequence [1], [2]. At the beginning of each information block, the encoders are initialized to their zero-states. Similarly, it is desirable to force the encoders back to the zero-state at the end of the information block, an operation known as trellis termination. For feedforward convolutional encoders, this is readily achieved by appending zeros, known as tail bits, at the end of the encoder input sequence. However, the recursive property of the constituent encoders used in Turbo codes implies a state-dependency on these tail bits, and hence, individual tail sequences are required for each constituent encoder.

The problem of trellis termination for Turbo codes has been addressed by many authors. In the original Turbo code proposed by Berrou et al. [2], the trellis of the first encoder was terminated in the zero state while the second encoder was truncated in an unknown state. Since then, various techniques have been presented which allow both encoders to be terminated in their zero states. Examples of such techniques are: location of input positions that separately influence the final states of both encoders [3], interleaver restrictions that terminate the second encoder in the same state as the first encoder [4], [5], tail-biting Turbo codes [6], and post interleaver flushing [7]. Naturally, it is also an option to truncate both encoders without any trellis termination at all, as investigated for example in [8], [9]. Additional reports on trellis termination for Turbo codes are found in, among others, [10], [11].

The performance of trellis termination methods are, to various extents, dependent on the particular interleaver used in the Turbo encoder – a fact rarely acknowledged in the literature. This dependency is the result of interleaver edge effects [12]. These edge effects degrade the distance spectrum of Turbo codes in situations where at least one of the encoder trellises is truncated in an unknown state. The degree of distance spectrum degradation is highly dependent on the particular choice of interleaver. Thus, the performance of a trellis termination method is the result of the combination of the termination method and the edge effects present for the particular interleaver used.

This paper describes interleaver edge effects in detail, and demonstrates how different termination methods are unequally sensitive to the phenomenon. A method to calculate the distance spectrum of Turbo codes for different trellis termination methods is presented. Further, we describe how the interleaver edge effects can be avoided by means of sophisticated interleaver design, hereby significantly reducing the need for trellis termination. Using interleavers designed specifically for each termination method, we investigate the error correcting performances of different termination schemes. The investigated trellis termination methods are: no termination at all, termination of the first encoder only, termination of both encoders with post interleaver flushing [7], termination of both encoders using both self-terminating interleavers [4], [5] and dual termination [3].

A typical Turbo code encoder is depicted in Figure 1. The constituent encoders are recursive convolutional encoders with \(m\) memory elements and \(M = 2^m\) states. The two encoders are linked by an interleaver of length \(N\), so that every block of \(N\) information bits entering the second constituent encoder is an interleaved, or permuted, version of the original \(N\)-bit information block. Depending on the degree of puncturing performed on the two parity sequences, the overall code rate can be varied from 1/3 to 1/1.

Due to the interleaver, the overall state space of the encoder becomes prohibitively large for maximum likelihood decoding. However, reasonably low complexity decoding is obtained by iteratively decoding the codes generated by the first and second constituent encoders, respectively. The decoding of the con-
The constituent codes require a soft-in/soft-out decoding algorithm, providing a posteriori probabilities (APPs) of the symbols in the decoded sequence. One such algorithm is the BCJR algorithm [13], which provides optimal APPs on a symbol-by-symbol basis. Due to the comparatively high complexity of the BCJR algorithm, soft-output algorithms based on the Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) were developed [14], [15]. In our simulations of Turbo codes, we use 15 decoding iterations employing the full BCJR algorithm, implemented in the logarithmic domain [16]. Further, all transmission is over the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we restate the theory required to obtain the distance spectrum of the ensemble of Turbo codes, and present an efficient method to include the effects of different trellis termination methods in these calculations. In Section III, we investigate the implications of using specific interleavers, whose performance deviates significantly from that of the ensemble of all interleavers. In Section IV, we discuss the issue of decoder initialization for the case when the trellis is truncated in an unknown state. Finally, we summarize our investigation in Section V, which is followed by an appendix describing interleaver design restrictions that are tailored for specific choices of trellis termination methods.

II. INFLUENCE OF TRELlIS TERMINATION ON THE DISTANCE SPECTRUM

The standard method used for performance assessment of Turbo codes, as for conventional block- and convolutional codes, is to calculate the Hamming distance spectrum of the code. With the distance spectrum, or, equivalently, the weight distribution, lower and upper bounds on the error correcting performance can be derived. However, the calculation of the distance spectrum of a specific Turbo code involves taking the particular interleaver used into account, a task that becomes prohibitively complex for reasonably large interleaver sizes. A less computationally demanding method was introduced by Benedetto et al. in [17], where they presented a method of deriving the average distance spectrum for the ensemble of all interleavers of a certain length. In this section we summarize the method presented in [17], and present an efficient method to include the influences of different trellis termination methods.

Benedetto et al. introduced [17] the input-redundancy weight enumerating function (IRWEF)

$$A(W, Z) \triangleq \sum_{w=0}^{N} \sum_{j=0}^{n-N} A_{w,j} W^w Z^{j}, \quad (1)$$

for an \((n, N)\)-code, where \(N\) is the length of the interleaver and \(n\) is the codeword length. \(A_{w,j}\) is the number of codewords with input weight \(w\) and parity weight \(j\), and \(W\) and \(Z\) are dummy variables. At this point, we restrict the coefficients \(A_{w,j}\) to include trellis paths that start from the zero state and end in the zero state after \(N\) trellis transitions. The trellis paths that do not end in the zero state will be treated separately in Section II-A.

Since both constituent encoders in a Turbo code share the same input weight \(w\), every codeword that belongs to a Turbo code is a combination of two constituent code codewords that both result from weight \(w\) input sequences. It is therefore convenient to define the conditional weight enumerating function (CWEF)

$$A_w(Z) \triangleq \sum_{j=0}^{n-N} A_{w,j} Z^{j}, \quad w = 0, 1, \ldots, N,$$

which enumerates the number of codewords of various parity weights \(j\), conditioned on a certain input-weight \(w\). The CWEF of the first and second constituent encoders are denoted \(A_{w1}^C(Z)\) and \(A_{w2}^C(Z)\) respectively, and the CWEF of the overall Turbo code \(A_{w}^{TC}(Z)\). Introducing a probabilistic interleaver construction called a uniform interleaver, for which all distinct mappings are equally probable, Benedetto et al. obtained the CWEF of the ensemble of all Turbo codes using interleavers with length \(N\) as

$$A_{w}^{TC}(Z) = A_{w1}^C(Z) A_{w2}^C(Z),$$

where \(1/(\binom{n}{w})\) is the probability that a specific weight-\(w\) sequence is mapped to another, specific, weight-\(w\) sequence. Finally, the multiplicities \(a_d\) of codewords with Hamming weight \(d\) is achieved as

$$a_d = \sum_{w=1}^{N} A_{w,d-w}^{TC}, \quad (2)$$

where \(A_{w,d-w}^{TC}\) are the coefficients in the Turbo code CWEF, i.e. \(A_{w}^{TC}(Z) \triangleq \sum_{j=0}^{n-N} A_{w,j}^{TC} Z^{j}\). Note that, due to the averaging of the ensemble of distance spectra, each multiplicity \(a_d\) and \(A_{w}^{TC}\) are not necessarily integers.

The distance spectrum obtained with (2) can be used to derive an upper bound on the error correcting performance. For AWGN channels and maximum likelihood decoding, the error rate performance is upper bounded by

$$P_{FER} \leq \sum_{d} a_d Q\left(\sqrt{\frac{2R E_b}{N_0}}\right), \quad (3)$$

where \(P_{FER}\) is the frame or block error rate, \(Q(\cdot)\) is the upper tail probability of a normalized Gaussian random variable, \(R\) is the code rate, \(E_b\) is the energy per information bit and \(N_0\)
A. Interleaver edge effects

Interleaver edge effects refer to the implications on the distance spectrum resulting from the block partitioning of the input sequence, as the result of a limited-length interleaver. Due to this truncation, low weight parity words can be generated even though the encoder input sequences do not force the encoders back to the zero states. In terms of weight enumerating functions, this means that we require knowledge not only of the number of trellis paths that lead to the zero state after the last transition, but also of the number of paths that lead to the other states. This can be obtained by partitioning the IRWEF in (1) into a state-dependent counterpart, which enumerates the number of paths that lead to trellis state \( s \), having input weight \( w \) and parity weight \( j \). An efficient method to find the state-dependent IRWEF of a convolutional encoder valid after \( t \) trellis transitions is to extend the IRWEF of the same encoder obtained for \( t-1 \) transitions. Let \( A_{t,s,w,j} \) denote the number of paths that lead to state \( s \) after \( t \) trellis transitions, having input weight \( w \) and parity weight \( j \). Based on the encoder trellis, the coefficients of the state-dependent IRWEF are recursively calculated as

\[
A_{t,s,w,j} = \sum_{u=0}^{t} A_{t-1,s,u,w-u,j} P(S(s,u),u),
\]

where \( S(s,u) \) is the state that leads to state \( s \) when the input symbol is \( u \), and \( P(S(s,u),u) \) is the parity weight of the corresponding trellis transition. The recursive procedure is initialized with \( A_{0,0,0,0} = 1 \), which corresponds to an encoder initialized in the zero state.

Let \( E_{w,j}^{C_1} \) and \( E_{w,j}^{C_2} \) denote the multiplicities of codewords that correspond to trellis paths that do not end up in the zero state after encoding length-\( N \) input blocks, for constituent code \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) respectively. These multiplicities are dependent on the trellis termination method, and can be obtained using the coefficients of the state dependent IRWEF at time \( N \), i.e. \( A_{N,s,w,j} \). With these multiplicities, the overall CWFF of each constituent code, including both zero-terminating edge effects and error event codewords, is obtained as \( \tilde{A}_{w}^{TC} (Z) = A_{w}^{C_1} (Z) + E_{w}^{C_1} (Z) \), \( l = 1, 2 \), where \( E_{w,j}^{C_l} (Z) = \sum_{j=0}^{N-N} E_{w,j}^{C_l} Z^j \).

Finally, the overall Turbo code CWFF is

\[
\tilde{A}_{w}^{TC} (Z) = \left( A_{w}^{C_1} (Z) + E_{w}^{C_1} (Z) \right) \left( A_{w}^{C_2} (Z) + E_{w}^{C_2} (Z) \right). 
\]

When comparing different termination methods, it is illustrative to separate the part of the distance spectrum that originates from edge effects, i.e.

\[
E_{w}^{TC} (Z) = \sum_{j=1}^{m_1} A_{N,w,j}^{C_1} + \sum_{j=1}^{m_2} A_{N,w,j}^{C_2},
\]

so that \( \tilde{A}_{w}^{TC} (Z) = A_{w}^{TC} (Z) + E_{w}^{TC} (Z) \). The difference in the \( \tilde{A}_{w}^{TC} (Z) \)'s for different trellis termination methods is in the way the \( E_{w,j}^{C_l} \)'s are calculated. This is treated in the subsequent paragraphs.

We separate the trellis termination methods into three principal classes:

1. No termination of either constituent encoder.
2. Termination of the first constituent encoder.
3. Termination of both constituent encoders.

Note that these classes refer to the trellis situations after encoding sequences that are \( N \) bits long, i.e. the length of the interleaver.

\textbf{Class I. No trellis termination:} With no trellis termination of either constituent encoder, the multiplicities of codewords that correspond to interleaver edge effects are calculated by summing the number of paths that end in non-zero states after \( N \) trellis transitions, i.e.

\[
E_{w,j}^{C_1} = \sum_{s=1}^{2^{m_1}-1} A_{N,s,w,j}^{C_1}, \quad \text{and}
\]

\[
E_{w,j}^{C_2} = \sum_{s=1}^{2^{m_2}-1} A_{N,s,w,j}^{C_2},
\]

where \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) are the number of memory elements in encoder 1 and 2, respectively. The overall distance spectrum
including edge effect codewords, $\hat{A}^{TC}_w(Z)$, as well as the edge effect distance spectrum only, $E^{TC}_w(Z)$, is calculated using (5) and (6).

An important and frequently used subclass of no trellis termination is post interleaver flushing, proposed in [7]. With this method, both encoders are flushed independently of each other, after encoding their $N$-bit input sequences. The combination of the weight spectra of the constituent encoders is then similar to the case of no trellis termination, since the trellises are not terminated by the end of their length-$N$ input sequences. However, extra codeword weight is added as a consequence of the encoder flushings. This is accounted for by adding the weight of the flush bits and the corresponding parity bits to the parity weight in the IRWEFs. More precisely,

$$E^{C_1}_{w,j} = \sum_{s=1}^{2^{m_1-1}} A^{C_1}_{N,s,w,j} F_1(s)$$

$$E^{C_2}_{w,j} = \sum_{s=1}^{2^{m_2-1}} A^{C_2}_{N,s,w,j} F_2(s)$$

where $F_l(s), l = 1, 2,$ is the sum of the weight of the flush bits and parity bits generated when forcing the encoder to the zero state from state $s$. Note that these flush- and parity bits results in a rate loss, corresponding to the extra $2m_1 + 2m_2$ bits transmitted.

**Class II. Termination of the first encoder:** By appending $m_1$ tail bits to the input sequence so that the first encoder is terminated in the zero state, the edge effect codewords are entirely removed from the first encoder. Note that the tail bits are included in the sequence that enters the interleaver, and that their Hamming weight is included in the input weight $w$. For the second encoder, the situation is identical to the case of no trellis termination. Hence,

$$E^{C_1}_{w,j} = 0$$

$$E^{C_2}_{w,j} = \sum_{s=1}^{2^{m_2-1}} A^{C_2}_{N,s,w,j}$$

**Class III. Termination of both encoders:** It is also possible to terminate both constituent encoders in the zero states. Two different ways of achieving this are reported in the literature:

1) By imposing certain interleaver restrictions, the second encoder can be forced to end up in the same state as the first encoder [4], [5]. It is then sufficient to append tail bits according to termination class II, in order to terminate both encoders in the zero states. The necessary interleaver restrictions are

$$\pi(i) = i \pmod{L}, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, N,$$

where $\pi(i)$ is the position of input bit $i$ after interleaving, and $L$ is the period of the impulse response of the constituent encoders (assumed to be identical). Following the terminology in [5], this method is referred to as using **self-terminating interleavers**.

2) By identifying specific, interleaver dependent, input positions it is possible to force the constituent encoders to their zero states independently of each other [3]. This is achieved without any restrictions on the choice of interleaver, but with a slight increase in the number of input bits dedicated for trellis termination ($k$ termination bits are required, where $\max(m_1, m_2) \leq k \leq m_1 + m_2$). Following the terminology in [3], this method is referred to as **dual termination**.

Even though the second method results in a slightly higher rate loss, it has the advantage of not imposing restrictions on the interleaver design.

With both encoders terminated in their zero states, all edge effect codewords are entirely removed. Consequently, $E^{C_1}_{w,j} = E^{C_2}_{w,j} = 0$, so that $E^{TC}_w(Z) = 0$ and $\hat{A}^{TC}_w(Z) = \hat{A}^C_w(Z)$.

Figure 3(a) shows the lower parts of the edge effect distance spectra for the described termination methods, for a Turbo code with interleaver length 500 bits and constituent encoders with feedback and feedforward polynomials $15_8$ and $17_8$, respectively. As expected, "no termination" results in the worst distance spectrum, significantly improved by terminating the first encoder and post interleaver flushing. Naturally, since "termination of both encoders" entirely removes the interleaver edge effects, there exist no edge effect codewords. Figure 3(b) shows the corresponding total distance spectra, including both ordinary and edge effect codewords. Figure 4 shows the union bound on the frame error rates achieved with (3), corresponding to the distance spectra in Figure 3(b). As expected, the union bound diverges at a signal-to-noise ratio close to the cut-off rate, which is 2.03 dB for rate-1/3 coding. Also shown in Figure 4 are the simulated performances of randomly chosen interleavers, using the described trellis termination methods. For each transmitted frame, a new pseudo-random interleaver is chosen. The simulated performances rank in the same order as predicted by the derived distance spectra; however, the simulation results are actually above the derived union bounds. This is not an inconsistency, bearing in mind that the union bound is valid for maximum likelihood decoding, while the simulation results are obtained with suboptimal iterative decoding.

**III. Interleaver edge effects with non-uniform interleavers**

Even though calculating the average distance spectrum for the different termination methods gives a good insight to the issues of trellis termination, it is important to keep in mind what the method does – i.e. the averaging over the entire ensemble of interleavers having a certain length. As an example of when the averaging method coincides poorly with individual interleaver performance, we study in this section ordinary block interleavers. With such interleavers, in which the input sequence are written row-wise and read column-wise, the very last input position remains at the last position also after interleaving. Hence, with no trellis termination, the minimum distance of the code is 3 regardless of the interleaver length and the choice of component encoders. If post interleaver flushing is employed, the minimum distance is increased to 13 (for feedback and feedforward polynomials $15_8$ and $17_8$, respectively), again regardless of the interleaver length. Even though 13 is considerably larger than 3, it is
Fig. 3. Average distance spectra of Turbo codes using the ensemble of all 500-bit interleavers, for four different trellis termination methods. The constituent encoders use feedback and feedforward polynomials \(15_8\) and \(17_8\), respectively. (a) The part of the distance spectra that result from interleaver edge effects only. (b) The entire distance spectra, including both edge effect codewords and ordinary codewords for which both encoders end in the zero state.

Fig. 4. Union bound of frame error rate performance achieved with the different trellis termination methods, for 500-bit interleavers. The constituent encoders use feedback and generator polynomials \(15_8\) and \(17_8\), respectively. Also shown are simulated performances, achieved by simulating a large number of randomly chosen interleavers.

still a poor minimum distance for interleavers of reasonable lengths, say above 100 bits. As a comparison, the minimum distances when terminating the first encoder or terminating both encoders is 28 (with multiplicity 473), when using a 500-bit block interleaver with 20 rows and 25 columns. Figure 5 shows simulated frame error rate performances for these codes, along with their respective free distance asymptotes [18]. The poor performance for no trellis termination follows, as described, from the severe edge effect that an ordinary block interleaver results in.

The particular influence from the edge effect that arises when using ordinary block interleavers can be singled out by comparing with the performance achieved with reversed block interleavers [19]. When using reversed block interleavers, the interleaved sequence is read in reversed order, starting from the last column and the last row. This procedure effectively removes the interleaver edge effects, thereby significantly improving the performance of no termination and post interleaver flushing. The performance of a 500-bit reversed block interleaver, using the different termination methods, are shown in the upper part of Figure 6. As can be seen, there is essentially no difference in the performance of the different termination methods.

It is well known that it is possible to design interleavers that perform better than both ordinary block interleavers and reversed block interleavers. Most interleaver design methods described in the literature are based on design criteria that strive to avoid interleaver mappings that correspond to
low weight codewords produced by zero-terminating input sequences, as exemplified in Figure 2. However, interleavers designed without consideration to the edge effects may result in low weight edge effect codewords. As a consequence, comparisons between different trellis termination methods may be corrupted due to the stochastic presence of the edge effects.

In order to evaluate the performance of the trellis termination methods when using interleavers with good performance, we have designed interleavers with specific criteria that target the interleaver edge effects. The edge effect criteria are used as a supplement to an interleaver design algorithm that use both ordinary distance spectrum criteria (such as in [20]), as well as a criterion based on the correlation properties of the extrinsic information [21]. The interleaver design restrictions that avoid interleaver edge effects are described in Appendix A. In essence, the vector that represents the interleaver is assigned element by element. For each new assignment, the positions that result in codewords with highest weight are selected (in this process, all positions that results in codeword weights larger than \( d_{\text{design}} \) are included in the "highest weight" set). Among those positions, the one with the best correlation properties are chosen as assignment of the interleaver element in question. Thus, the distance spectrum criterion has precedence over the correlation criterion. A flow chart diagram of the design algorithm is shown in Figure 7; further information on the algorithm, as well as performance comparisons with other algorithms, can be found in [22].

The performance of 500-bit interleavers designed specifically for each termination method are shown in Figure 6, by the two lower sets of curves. All interleavers were designed using \( d_{\text{design}} = 35 \). The best performances are achieved with dual termination, termination of the first encoder, and post interleaver flushing. The error floors of these codes are not reached even for bit error rates as low as \( 10^{-9} \). The slight degradation in performance achieved with no termination and self-terminating interleavers are both due to implications regarding the interleaver design. For the case of no termination, the number of edge effects codewords to avoid in the interleaver design becomes very large, resulting in a high computational complexity. On the other hand, when designing self-terminating interleavers, the interleaver restrictions (7) severely limit the design freedom. Therefore, it becomes difficult to design self-terminating interleavers that perform as well as interleavers designed without these restrictions.

Disregarding self-termination, for reasons mentioned above, the performance differences between the remaining codes in Figure 6 are very small, even though they use different termination methods. This, in combination with the fact that the dual termination method does not suffer from edge effects, leads us to conclude that the edge effect codewords have been successfully removed by the respective interleavers. Had this not been the case, error floors due to edge effects would have led to significant performance degradations, especially when using no termination.

An important parameter regarding the computational complexity of interleaver design is the length of the period of the encoder impulse responses, i.e. \( L \). The larger the length of the period \( L \), the smaller the computational complexity required to design an interleaver with a specified minimum distance. Further, the multiplicities of codewords with weights just above the minimum distance will in general be larger for a code with lower \( L \). Figure 8 shows the performance of two Turbo codes that use constituent encoders with 3 and 4 memory elements respectively, both using interleavers designed for no termination with \( d_{\text{design}} = 35 \). The periods of the encoder impulse responses are 7 and 15, respectively. This indicates that we should expect a better asymptotic performance for the Turbo code with 4 memory elements, which is supported by the performances shown in Figure 8. Note that there in no indication of an error floor for this Turbo code, even though no trellis termination is employed. Further, note that the Turbo code with fewer memory elements, and thus lower decoding complexity, perform better for a rather large and important part of the SNR range. This behavior has been observed in [23], and analysed in for example [24], [25].

**IV. DISCUSSION ON DECODING INITIALIZATION**

One of the issues of trellis termination for Turbo codes is the initialization of the backward recursion in the BCJR algorithm, see for example [26]–[28]. In essence, the \( a \ p o s t e r i o r i \) probabilities produced by the BCJR algorithm for a certain trellis transition is influenced by three quantities used in decoding, usually denoted \( \alpha \), \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \). The \( \alpha \) - and \( \beta \)-values can be interpreted as state probabilities, while the \( \gamma \)-values represent branch transition probabilities in the trellis. The \( \gamma \)-values at a given time \( t \) are based solely on the channel statistics received for symbol \( t \). In contrast, the state probabilities \( \alpha \) at time \( t \) summarizes the received channel statistics from time 0 up to \( t \). Similarly, the \( \beta \)-values are based on the channel statistics from time \( t + 1 \) till the end of the block, i.e. to time \( N \). The \( \alpha \)- and \( \beta \)-values are computed recursively, a procedure referred to as the forward and the backward recursion, respectively.
Since the constituent encoders are initialized in their zero states before each information block is encoded, it is straightforward to initialize the $\alpha$-values for time 0: state zero is assigned probability 1, while all the other states are assigned probability 0. If the constituent encoders are terminated in their zero states, the $\beta$-values are initialized in the same manner. However, when using no trellis termination, or termination of the first encoder only, there is at least one trellis for which the final state is unknown.

At least two methods to deal with the state-uncertainty were proposed in the literature. In the original Turbo code paper [1], Berrou et al. proposed to initialize the $\beta$-values with equal probabilities, i.e. $1/M$, where $M$ is the number of states in the trellis. Another possibility is to use the final $\alpha$-values obtained from the forward recursion, as evaluated for example in [26]. However, this method is in violation with the derived expression for the $\beta$-values, which states that they should depend only on channel statistics from the present time up to the end of the block. By using the final $\alpha$-values for initialization, the $\beta$-values become dependent on the channel statistics received during the entire block.

Figure 9 shows simulated error rate performance of the previously used Turbo code using a 500-bit interleaver with no trellis termination and constituent encoders with polynomials $15_8$ (feedback) and $17_8$ (feedforward). The initialization for the backward recursion, i.e. the $\beta$-values, are performed with the aforementioned methods. For low signal-to-noise ratios, there is no detectable difference in the error correcting performance. However, as previously observed in [27], at medium and high SNRs the decoder that uses equiprobable initial states perform better than the decoder that uses the final $\alpha$-values for initialization, especially in terms of bit error rate. These simulations are in agreement with the above reasoning, claiming that the initial $\beta$-values should not depend on the $\alpha$-values from the forward recursion.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have discussed central aspects of trellis termination methods for Turbo codes. An efficient method to calculate Turbo code distance spectra for the ensemble of interleavers, including the effects of the choice of termination method, has been presented. This method illustrates the result of interleaver edge effects, thus allowing for basic understanding of the properties that govern the performance of a specific termination method. For the ensemble of interleavers, it is evident that it is essential for the code performance that some kind of trellis termination is used.

The performance differences between commonly used termination methods, such as termination of the first encoder only, post interleaver flushing, and dual termination, is in general small. However, examples are shown for which the differences are substantial, explained by the fact that the different methods are not equally sensitive to interleaver edge effects. Hence, we stress the importance of the combination of the choice of trellis termination method and the choice of interleaver. In particular, we present interleaver design guidelines that are tailored to the chosen termination method. It is demonstrated that for interleavers designed with such design criteria, the performance of the different termination methods are nearly indistinguishable, also when using no trellis termination at all. In fact, we demonstrate Turbo codes using no trellis termination and 500-bit interleavers that show no sign of an error floor, even at frame error rates as low as $10^{-8}$.

APPENDIX A

In this appendix we present interleaver design restrictions that aim to avoid interleaver edge effects. The restrictions on the interleaver design depends on the chosen method of trellis termination. To start with, since termination of both encoders completely removes all edge effects, this method requires no interleaver design restrictions. For the other two classes of
trellis termination, the interleaver design includes restrictions based on the particular choice of termination method.

For the purpose of describing the interleaver design restrictions, we distinguish between three principal types of interleaver edge effects: (Type I) truncation where the first encoder is in a non-zero state, (Type II) truncation where the second encoder is in a non-zero state, and (Type III) truncation where both encoders are in non-zero states. The three types of edge effects are illustrated in Figure 10.

![Figure 10](image)

Fig. 10. Examples of three types of interleaver edge effects: truncation of the first trellis in a non-zero state (Type I), truncation of the second trellis in a non-zero state (Type II), and truncation of both trellises in non-zero states (Type III).

Let the component encoders be represented by the generators 
\[ G_1(D) = \frac{G_{1p}(D)}{G_{1f}(D)} \]
and 
\[ G_2(D) = \frac{G_{2p}(D)}{G_{2f}(D)}, \]
respectively, and their input sequences by \( X(D) \) and \( X'(D) \) (\( X'(D) \) is the interleaved version of \( X(D) \)). All zero-terminating input sequences are divisible by the feedback polynomial, i.e. 
\[ X(D) = X(D) G_f(D), \] where \( \deg X(D) \leq \deg X(D) \).

Thus, the parity sequence is 
\[ X(D) G_1(D) = Y(D) G_{1p}(D). \]

Further, let \( i_1, i_2, i_3, \ldots \) and \( i'_1, i'_2, i'_3, \ldots \) denote the positions of the first, second, third, and so on, input ones before and after interleaving, so that 
\[ X(D) = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} D^{i_k} \] and 
\[ X'(D) = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} D^{i'_k}. \]

Finally, the Hamming weight of a sequence, or the corresponding polynomial representation, is denoted \( w_H(\cdot) \).

The total codeword weight of a Turbo code codeword is 
\[ d = w + w_H((X(D) G_1(D))_N) + w_H((X'(D) G_2(D))_N), \]
where \( w \) is the input weight, and \( \langle \cdot \rangle_N \) denotes truncation of all terms in a polynomial for which the \( D \)-exponent is larger than or equal to \( N \). The complexity required to check (and avoid) all the necessary interleaver mappings grows rapidly with increasing input weight \( w \). Fortunately, the probability of edge effects resulting in low weight codewords decreases with increased input weight. This is especially true when designing interleavers with some sort of spreading criterion, such as the S-random design [12] or the correlation criterion [21]. With such criteria, we have found it sufficient to check for mappings of input sequences with weight \( w = 2, 3 \) and 4. Further, the spreading criterion relieve the number of input sequences that need to be checked for \( w = 3 \) and 4. Consequently, the interleaver design restrictions we present in the following relies on a spreading criterion being used in the interleaver design.

Figure 11 shows the principal appearance of Type I edge effect interleaver mappings that a spreading criterion fails to avoid. For all such input sequences, the interleaver design should ensure that 
\[ w_H((X(D) G_1(D))_N) + w_H((X'(D) G_2(D))_N) < d_{\text{design}} - w, \]
where \( d_{\text{design}} \) is the targeted minimum distance of the overall Turbo Code. The input sequences \( X(D) \) and \( X'(D) \) are constrained to be of the forms given in the upper part of Table I, which summarizes the characteristics of Type I edge effect input sequences. For weight-2 and weight-4 input sequences, the sequence characterization is based solely on the periods of the encoder impulse responses, i.e. \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \). For weight-3 inputs, the zero-terminating sequences are instead characterized by a set of fundamental zero-terminating weight-3 sequences. All the existing weight-3 zero-terminating input sequences can be expressed using one of these fundamental sequences. These are in turn represented by the sets of constants \( \phi_{11}, \phi_{12}, l = 1, 2, \ldots, l_{\text{max}} \) where \( l_{\text{max}} \) is the number of such fundamental sequences that exist for a certain feedback polynomial. More precisely, every zero-terminating weight-3 input can be written as 
\[ D^{k_0} (1 + D^{\phi_{11} + k_1 L} + D^{\phi_{12} + k_2 L}), \]
where \( k_0, k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are integers. Values of \( \phi_{11}, \phi_{12}, \) for the most common encoders with 2-4 memory elements, are given in Table II. For example, an encoder with feedback polynomial 
\[ 1 + D^3 + D^4 \] (23 in octal representation), every zero-terminating weight-3 input sequence can be written on one of the forms 
\[ D^{k_0} (1 + D^{1+7k_1} + D^{12+7k_2}), \]
\[ D^{k_0} (1 + D^{2+7k_1} + D^{9+7k_2}) \]
or 
\[ D^{k_0} (1 + D^{5+7k_1} + D^{10+7k_2}). \]

Type II and Type III edge effects are treated the same way as Type I edge effects. The characterization of the input sequences that correspond to Type II and Type III edge effects is given in the middle and lower part of Table I.

The interleaver design constraints presented here can be implemented with sufficiently low computational complexity to allow for design of large interleavers. The most demanding constraints arise when \( \text{no trellis termination} \) is used, since all the types of edge effects must be avoided. When terminating the first encoder, both Type I and Type III edge effects are removed, thus reducing the interleaver design complexity considerably.
Table I

Characterization of low weight input sequences that can cause low weight edge effect codewords, not avoided by using a spreading criterion in the interleaver design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$w$</th>
<th>Characteristics of $\mathcal{X}(D)$</th>
<th>Characteristics of $\mathcal{X}(D)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$i_2 - i_1 \mod L_1 \neq 0$</td>
<td>$i_2' - i_4' \mod L_2 = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$i_2 - i_1 \mod L_1 = 0$</td>
<td>$D^{15} + D^{12} + D^{15}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$= D^{k_0} (1 + D^{i_1+k_1 L_2} + D^{i_1+k_2 L_2})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$i_2 - i_1 \mod L_1 = 0$</td>
<td>$i_2' - i_4' \mod L_2 = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$i_4 - i_3 \mod L_1 \neq 0$</td>
<td>$i_4' - i_4' \mod L_2 = 0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II

Fundamental zero-terminating weight-3 sequences for recursive encoders with feedback polynomial $G_f$ (in octal representation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$m$</th>
<th>$G_f$</th>
<th>$L$</th>
<th>$l$</th>
<th>$\phi_{11}$</th>
<th>$\phi_{12}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11. Examples of Type I edge effect interleaver mappings not avoided by a spreading interleaver design criterion, for (a) weight-2, (b) weight-3, and (c) weight-4 input sequences.
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